
VIRTUAL

The six-month virtual programme for
up to 3 people per business also
provides an additional six months of
post-programme support and access
to supporting resources. This
programme is a customized version of
AMI’s Grow Your Business programme
and some tools are featured in AMI’s
Business Survival Bootcamp.

Survive
to Thrive
AMI’s Survive to Thrive
virtual programme
offers practical tools
and strategies to help
entrepreneurs and
businesses adapt
rapidly to unexpected
challenges. 

Designed specifically for African
entrepreneurs and their teams who want
to improve their businesses in these
challenging times, the fully virtual
programme is based on AMI’s unique
approach to applying business learning
on the go. You’ll work to address issues
like reduced revenue and cash flow,
supply chain disruptions, remote staff,
and shifting business strategies.

SURVIVAL GROWTH 

Rapid Response
in a Crisis 

Diagnose and
Experiment –

Strategic Focus
Making it Happen –
Managing Change

for Growth

Diagnose and
Experiment –

Strategic Focus 

Reboot-
Innovate and

Adapt



6 virtual, interactive and online learning labs, hosted by AMI expert

facilitators

AMI learning platform access to over 20 self-guided online courses and over

125 practical business tools

Monthly pod (group) meetings to support peer-learning and networking with

business across Africa

Practical downloadable tools and online courses to support implementation

Access to AMI’s mobile app, AMI Learn, for daily support and implementation

Scenario planning, Financial
Forecasting, Business Risk

Assessment & Planning, Leading
in Uncertainty, Managing

Remote Teams, Identifying
Opportunities & New Customer
Segments, Personal & Business

Habits for Growth, Adapting
Operations & HR

Preserve your business
Develop a strategy to
survive and thrive
Identify new opportunities
Develop key habits and
practices for growth in the
future

PROGRAMME DETAILS

Key Topics Targeted Outcomes



AMI is more practical than other
programmes because they go all the way to

the level of showing you how to do it. And
those tools are tools that you use forever.

~Maggie Mugala, Dimples Restaurant,  Grow Your
Business Programme Alumni

The program has given me great insight on how to better launch the new
products developed by my company during this pandemic with all the

guidelines and tools given.It has given me enough confidence to step out to do
more online marketing and improve my presence on social media platforms.

It has given me hope to fight and achieve knowing I'm not in this alone and
that this is the time to fight and overcome the challenges that has come

alongside the pandemic.



When COVID-19 hit Uganda,
Alex Okolo saw revenue at his affordable
healthcare clinics drop by more than
50% almost overnight, as patients
delayed non-essential visits.Alex, the
co-founder of St Eliza Healthcare
Services, knew his business was in
trouble. But he wasn’t sure what steps
to take to ensure survival.

“I’m so happy that I realised the impact
this was having on cash-flow early,” said
Alex, whose clinics provides quality
healthcare services for women, children,
and the elderly in Kampala. “We were
able to come up with a solution with our
team, and that was powerful.”

Alex is one of the 1300+ entrepreneurs
we’ve supported through the Covid-19
crisis. He joined one of AMI’s free
Business Survival Bootcamps, which
launched in mid-March just as social
distancing restrictions began to bite for
Africa’s millions of SMEs. 

Using our scenario mapping and cash-flow
planning tools, he pulled together his team
and came up with an emergency cost-
cutting plan to keep the hospital afloat.

Three months into this crisis, over 1,300
entrepreneurs like Alex have taken AMI’s
virtual ‘rapid response’ Business Survival
Bootcamp, from almost every country in
Africa. 

AMI is more practical than
other programmes

because they go all the
way to the level of

showing you how to do it.
And those tools are tools

that you use forever.

~Maggie Mugala, Dimples
Restaurant,  Grow Your

Business Programme Alumni



To learn more,
contact AMI:

www.africanmanagers.org/survive-to-thrive
info@africanmanagers.org

Kenya
+254 20 525 9561

South Africa
+27 11 568 2664

Rwanda
+250 787 339 435


